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Study In Brown 

 
Clifford Brown, trumpet; Max Roach, drums; Harold Land, tenor sax; 

Richie Powell, piano; George Morrow, bass. 

1. Cherokee (Ray Noble) 5:44 

2. Jacqui (Richie Powell) 5:11 

3. Swingin' (Clifford Brown) 2:53 

4. Lands End (Harold Land) 4:58 

5. George's Dilemma (Clifford Brown) 5:36 

6. Sandu (Clifford Brown) 4:57 

7. Gerkin For Perkin (Clifford Brown) 2:57 

8. If I Love Again (Murray--Oakland) 3:24 

9. Take The A Train (Billy Strayhorn) 4:18 

Recorded on February 23, 1955. 

 

The career of Clifford Brown and Max Roach has followed a steadily climbing 

course since these two amazing musicians were signed to an exclusive EmArcy 

contract barely a year ago. The release of a new set of performances by them is an 

event of major importance in jazz circles. The numbers on this particular set have a 

special distinction: they are the first Brown-Roach combo sides recorded in New 

York. 

First on the menu is the 20-year-old Ray Noble standard "Cherokee." Starting out 

with the melody played in unison by the two horns while Max offers a simple 

after-beat rhythm accompaniment, the performance gets into high hear with a 

phenomenal solo by Clifford. The same comments apply, to a large degree, to the 

solos of Harold Land on tenor saxophone, Richie Powell on piano, and when Max 

takes over for a demonstration of his unique agility on the snares. 

"Jacqui" is a light-hearted original composition by pianist Richie Powell, with a 

theme that has the two horns running parallel, mostly in thirds, with a twelve-bar 

blues format for the middle part. 

"Swingin'" is a performance delightfully suggestive of its title. The theme is 

composed of a repeated rising phrase at an expressed tempo, on a chord pattern 

familiar to jazzmen since the days of "I Never Knew." 
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"Lands End," written by tenor saxophonist Harold Land, is one of the most relaxed 

and attractive items in the entire set. Based on a unison riff phrase, it is taken at a 

casual medium gait in a minor key, with a two-beat feel established by bassist 

George Morrow. After the theme has been established the quintet swings into a 

Harold Land solo with the more customary four-four beat. 

The second side opens with "George's Dilemma," a Clifford Brown opus which 

might aptly have been titled "The Morning After The Night in Tunisia." Afro-

Cuban rhythmic backgrounds, and a piano almost suggestive of a Cuban cocktail 

lounge, contrast strangely with some of the more swinging passages in this 

effectively varied work, which Max Roach describes as "a romance between Afro-

Cuban and jazz rhythms." 

Clifford Brown's "Sandu" is a humorous, swinging medium-tempo blues. Notice 

that Clifford's solo, except for one passage in which he flies of into double-time, is 

very simple, bluesy and earthy. Harold Land, too, though he gets busy at times, 

keeps close to the blues spirit. After Max has taken over for a while, George 

Morrow walks his bass solo right into the closing ensemble, a repetition of the 

original theme. 

The blues is the basis for the next number, too, though "Gerkin for Perkin" 

employs a faster tempo and different mood. The title, by the way, is a gesture to 

Carl Perkins, a pianist on the West Coast. "This is a blues with altered changes," 

comments Max, "the kind of thing I did a few years ago with Charlie Parker on 

"Sippin' at Bells." 

The familiar old popular song "If I Love Again" is ingeniously converted into a 

jazz theme at a fast tempo through the use of syncopation and rubato. Clifford 

Brown, in one of his best solos, has some Miles Davis-like moments here. 

"Take The 'A' Train," written some fourteen years ago by Billy Strayhorn and 

famous as the perennial theme of the Duke Ellington orchestra, gets an unusual 

treatment here, thanks to a suggestion by Richie Powell for an introduction and 

ending idea. Strange though it may seem, this is the first time we have ever heart 

"Take The 'A' Train" played with train effects! After the theme has been played n 

unison, Harold Land boards the uptown express at 14th Street; Clifford Brown gets 

aboard at Times Square; Richie wails at Columbus Circle and Max takes over at 

125th Street. By the time the "A" train comes to a halt (at 207th Street, no doubt) 

everyone is understandably exhausted, but happy to have taken part in a wild and 

eventful ride. 

--From the liner notes. 
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Clifford Brown 
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October 30, 1930 -- June 26, 1956 

Clifford Brown 

 

"Clifford was a profound influence on my personal life. He showed me that it 

was possible to live a good, clean life and still be a good jazz musician." 

--Sonny Rollins 

 

Clifford Brown received his first trumpet from his father on entering senior high 

school in 1945 and joined the school band shortly afterward. It was not until a year 

or so later that the mysterious world of jazz chord changes and improvisation 

began to shed its veil for Brownie. A talented musician and jazz enthusiast named 

Robert Lowery was credited by Brownie for the unveiling. 

The teen-aged trumpeter began playing gigs in Philadelphia on graduating in 1948. 

That same year, he entered the University of Delaware on a music scholarship, but 

there was one slight snag: the college happened to be momentarily short of a music 

department. 

Brownie remained there a year anyway, majoring in mathematics, and taking up a 

little spare time by playing some Philadelphia dates with such preeminent bop 

figures as Kenny Dorham, Max Roach, J.J. Johnson and Fats Navarro. He acquired 

considerable inspiration and encouragement from Navarro, who was greatly 

impressed with the youngster's potentialities. 

After the year at the University of Delaware, Brownie had a chance to enter a 

college that did boast a good music department, namely Maryland State. They also 

had a good 16-piece band, and he learned a lot about both playing and arranging 

until one evil evening in June 1950 when, on his way home from a gig, he was 
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involved in the first of three automobile accidents, the last of which was to prove 

fatal. 

For a whole year in 1950-51, Clifford Brown had plenty of opportunity for 

contemplation but precious little for improving his lip. It took just about a year, 

plus some verbal encouragement from Dizzy Gillespie, to set him back on the path 

from which he had been so rudely sideswiped. 

He had his own group in Philly for a while, then joined the Chris Powell combo, 

with which he was working at Cafe Society when his first date with Lou 

Donaldson was cut. There followed a stint with Tadd Dameron in Atlantic city, 

after which he joined Lionel Hampton, touring Europe with him in the fall of 1953. 

In 1954 Brownie won the Down Beat critics' poll as the new star of the year. 

Moving out to California, he formed an alliance with Max Roach that was to last 

until death broke up the team. 

Fortunately, it need not be said that Clifford Brown died unhonored or unsung. 

During his last two years, he enjoyed a degree of recognition almost commensurate 

with what he deserved. To point out that this recognition could have brought him 

to the pinnacle of jazz fame in a few years is to stress the obvious. 

--From the liner notes, 

Clifford Brown Memorial Album 

Blue Note 
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